
Beerfest 2017 

Winner Prize 

• 1st Glass Das Boot 

Teams will be divided into a “South” and “North” Division (names can change). All team members must 

compete in 3 out of the 5 events. Points will be based off of how you place in each event, the team with 

the highest points after the 5 events will move to the championship round.  

The winners of the North division will compete against the winners of the South in 3 events for the 

championship, same principles apply, like 1st half of the games all team members must compete in 2 out 

of 3 events.  

Josh Ranciato will be the ring leader to introduce each game and describe the rules. If discrepancies 

arise he will step in for the final call.  

 

*Rules will be posted later* 

Beerfest 2017 Games List 

Pong Games 

 

21 cup (4 teammates) -  21 cups filled with beer are arranged in a 6-5-4-3-2-1 triangle fashion, with the 

point facing the opposing team. Played like traditional beer pong.  

 

Bat Spin Relay (4 teammates) –  Each team splits into two even groups facing each other about 

fifteen yards apart with both bats starting on the same side. Participants must drink a full beer then 

spin around ten times and run over to their other group passing the bat to next player. Whichever 

team finishes first is the winner of the game. 

Flip Cup (4 teammates) - Two teams of an equal number of players stand on opposite sides of a table, 

facing one another. The players directly facing are opponents. In front of each teammate is a disposable 

plastic cup filled with a set amount of beer. Generally, the first line inside a disposable cup is used as a 

marker. 

At the start, it is customary for the initiating players to make a toast, after which the first member of 

each team drinks the entirety of their beverage. When finished, the cup is placed open side up at the 

edge of the table, and the player who drank it attempts to flip the cup, by flicking or lifting the bottom of 

the cup until it flips and lands face down on the table, If a cup is knocked over in the chain whilst moving 

to the next cup the player must go back and re-flip. The player may not use two hands, or blow on the 

cup to guide it to flip over. If the player is unsuccessful on the first try, the cup is reset and re-flipped. 

Only after the first teammate is done flipping successfully can the next person proceed.  

 

Corn-hole (2 teammate) - is a lawn game in which players take turns throwing bags of corn (or bean 

bags) at a raised platform with a hole in the far end. The platforms will be an official 27ft apart. A bag 

in the hole scores 3 points, while one on the platform scores 1 point. Play continues until a team or 



player reaches (or exceeds) the score of 21. Please note that you do not reset if you do not hit 

exactly 21. 

Polish Horseshoes (2 teammates) - Played between two teams of two people using a Frisbee, two glass 

bottles, and stakes nailed into the ground. The game is played by the players taking turns throwing a 

Frisbee at a glass bottle that rests on top of the stakes in the ground. The two stakes are placed 

anywhere between 20 apart. Players must hold a drink in one hand always, leaving only one hand free 

for throwing and catching. 

Points - If the disc hits the stake and the bottle is knocked off, then 1 point is scored unless the bottle is 

caught before it hits the ground. If the disc hits the bottle directly and the bottle is knocked off, then 2 

points are scored if the bottle hits the ground and only 1 point if the bottle is caught before it hits the 

ground. 

In addition, the disc itself must be caught after every throw. Failure by the defending team to do so 

earns the throwing team 1 point. If the disc is uncatchable, then no points are awarded. The disc is 

deemed uncatchable it if hits the ground before getting to the stake; if the angle between the disc and 

the ground is more than 30 degrees; if it outside of arm's reach within one step (if the catching team 

must take more than one large step to catch the disc with his free hand); or if it is above the catcher's 

fingertips when he holds his hand as high as he can, standing straight up. 

 

 

 

Current teams 

Team #1 MisbeHAVIN 

1. Jeremy Goiran 

2. Anthony Goiran 

3. Mike Tupka 

4. Kevin Muniz 

5. John Torres 

6. Bob Ack 

 

Team #2 3:16 

1. Michael Magliochetti 

2. Josh Davis 

3. Kevin B 

4. Mike Onofrio 


